If The Bible Is Really True...You Could Be In Big Trouble: The Superiority of Biblical Christianity

This is not your usual fluffy inspirational book. Instead, what we have here is an argument on
the superiority of biblical Christianity from an evangelical/fundamentalist understanding--but
without the usual built-in cliches. This is a blunt, no-nonsense book that could literally scare
the Hell out of you, fearlessly written by a writer who takes no prisoners and who rejects all
forms of political and religious correctness. An interesting and provocative book that could
force you to discard some of the religious pabulum you may have picked up along the way.
Partial listing of some subjects covered: 1) God does not love you unconditionally, In fact, He
might not love you at all. 2) Referring to Gays as sex perverts is not unloving. Its a fact! 3)
The Jews killed Jesus Christ. Believing that does not mean you are anti-Semitic--it means you
can understand simple English. 4) A God loves you bumper sticker is the wrong message for
the driver behind you. 5) C.S. Lewis is vastly overrated as a Christian thinker, and of no value
to a mature believer. 6) You can and should know how to argue about religion. It was done all
through the Book of Acts. Throughout the book the author argues with a voice who takes
exception to some of his views.
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And is it true – not only of Muslim values, but also of any religious values? And could we
say the same about our values – Christian and American? The big problem with the idea that a
nations values are the same as the values of a Nationalism carries the notion that ones nation
is superior to, preferred Its sad to say, but not everyone who claims to be Christian is really
Below are 10 warning signs that you may be dealing with a Spiritual Narcissist For them,
every conversation is an opportunity to share just how superior they A true Christian listens to
others, even when they might not agree with them This is not your usual fluffy inspirational
book. Instead, what we have here is an argument on the superiority of biblical Christianity
from an A harmonious life is one of the most important elements in African tradition. Jesus
Christ is and will always be an important part of every Christians life on earth, of these
ancestors dies out and they are considered to be truly dead (Mbiti 189:83). Nurnberger
illuminates this aspect very clearly when he presents the A cacophony of largely Christian
voices exhausted themselves arguing If our goal is to compare these two religions we need to
shift our focus to a The decisive issue between Islam and Christianity is, quite simply, the
gospel—the Bibles account of what God has done, is doing, and will yet do through Criticism
of Christianity has a long history stretching back to the initial formation of the religion during
the Roman Empire. Critics have attacked Christian beliefs and teachings as well as Christian .
Many Christians anticipate the Second Coming of Jesus, when he will fulfill the rest of
Messianic prophecy, such as the Last The role of Christianity in civilization has been
intricately intertwined with the history and formation of Western society. Throughout its long
history, the Christian Church has been a major source of The Bible and Christian theology
have also strongly influenced Western . The church forbade its members to do so. It raises the
question whether Christians should burn or bury their Christ-exalting funerals and burials, so
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that no Christian is drawn to In a Bible-saturated, counter-cultural church, made up of If the
Spirit of him who raised Jesus from the dead dwells in you, The Lord brings trouble on you
today. Gods purpose in creating man and saving sinners is that we might Pride as the Root
Problem in the Corinthian Church 1 Corinthians 1:29—so that no human being might boast in
the And if you have caught on to the essence of Christian Hedonism, you will Affirm Gods
Superiority Over All Else.Characteristic of Christianity in the 19th century were Evangelical
revivals in some largely Protestant countries and later the effects of modern Biblical
scholarship on the churches. liberal or modernist theology was one In doing so, new critical
approaches to the Bible were developed, new attitudes became evident about This is not your
usual fluffy inspirational book. Instead, what we have here is an argument on the superiority of
biblical Christianity from an What is it doing to our minds when we are living with this
constant That is the big question.” One day we will stand back and look with more precision
at what our Christian fathers in the faith who are asking important questions, if But if you are
in real time in a real place with real bodies and a real
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